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Peterborough Recreation Committee (PRC) Meeting 
on Zoom 

Minutes of February 3, 2021 
Approved 

 
Attendees: Kate Coon, Chair; Rob Fox, Vice Chair; Michelle Rourke, Alternate; 

Lisa Koziell-Betz, Recreation Director; John Kohlmorgen, Program Coordinator;       
and Lauren Martin, Administrative Assistant and Minute Taker  

 
 

I. Call to Order:  Kate called the meeting to order on Zoom at 6:35p.m.   

 

II. Approval of Minutes:  Kate motioned to approve the Minutes of January 6th.  Rob seconded.  

The Minutes were approved unanimously. 

 

III. Director’s Report:   

A. Budget Presentation to Select Board, Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) Committee and Budget 

Committee: 

a. PowerPoint Presentation:  Kate stated that she watched the Budget Committee meeting 

on January 26th, when the PRD budget was proposed.  Rob remarked that he did not 

watch that meeting, but that he has viewed Lisa’s PowerPoint presentation. It was agreed 

that the PowerPoint did not need to be shown again tonight. 

b. Lisa shared that Roland Patten, Chair of the Budget Committee, expressed concerns about 

some of the cuts.  Nothing needed to be changed, however, since his concerns centered 

on Revolving Fund line items.  She explained that with the Revolving Fund, if we do not 

have programs, we do not have their expenses.   If we run programs with lots of 

participants, we will have the income to cover the added expenses. 

c. Lisa is concerned about getting enough staff for this summer.  When comparing our 

staffing last summer during COVID with our typical summer staffing from 2019, we were 

down 14 aquatics positions and down 11 other summer staff positions.  From recent 

Zoom meetings with recreation departments across NH, everyone shares the same 

concern about having enough lifeguards.  While there is solace that we are all in the same 

boat, there will clearly be a greater demand for lifeguards this year across the state.  Lisa 

announced in last week’s Weekly Dispatch that we are looking for lifeguards. 

d. Peterborough Community Center (PCC): 

i. Although we were initially expecting the PCC building assessment to cost roughly 

$50,000, Public Works Director Seth MacLean obtained quotes showing it will be 

more like $30,000.  Lisa is comfortable with this figure coming out of the Noone 

Fund, where it will not affect taxpayers, but there was a lot of discussion about this at 

the January 26th budget meeting. 

a. It was questioned if the needs assessment should be done before addressing the 

known concerns.  We are aware there is asbestos in the window casings, 

however, so the whole building should be evaluated before any work is 

conducted.  Also, it was pointed out that a building assessment should be done if 

we plan to seek grants. 

b. It was questioned whether Recreation could crank up their fees to cover 

expenses, so the Town does not have to pay for it.  Lisa feels that is unrealistic, 

since high fees will lead people to find recreation elsewhere. 

c. Lisa summarized that it is still currently in the proposed budget to use $30,000 of 

Noone Funds for the building assessment and we will just have to see how this 

develops. 
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ii. Kate remarked that the PRC has been having this discussion for a few years and we 

understand how the Noone and Miller Funds do not draw from the tax budget.  The 

general public does not understand these monies have been set aside for capital 

expenses.  Kate complimented Lisa for doing a good job explaining this, noting that 

all the people in the meeting were brought up to the same baseline understanding of 

how the PCC building assessment would be funded. 

iii. After the building undergoes a comprehensive, objective analysis and we have real 

numbers, then we will have to have a town-wide discussion on what happens next.   

iv. Lisa announced that Town Administrator Nicole MacStay has asked all the 

department directors to list their “musts, should-haves, and would-like-to-haves” in 

relation to our current budget.  

e. The Monadnock Ledger-Transcript reported that the CIP Committee would like the Select 

Board to consider charging ConVal High School for tennis court use.  Lisa has been trying 

to schedule a meeting with school personnel. 

B. Dog Park Committee:  Remarking that we had our plates full in January with the budget and 

COVID cleaning, Lisa stated that we will go forward with gathering a dog park committee this 

month. 

C. Spring Sports: 

a. Lisa commented that she has been concerned about the level of adherence to COVID 

guidelines in other towns, where we could not set up or enforce the rules if we were the 

visiting team.  If it was known that Peterborough requires masks, a host town which did 

not enforce mask-wearing might cause us to forfeit a game. 

b. That concern now appears moot, however, since on Monday, Lisa was told that we will 

not be offering any organized spring team sports.  Lisa has spoken with Nicole, 

Emergency Director Chief Walker, and ConVal Athletic Director John Reitnauer.  

Appreciating everyone’s concern that students continue in-person learning, Town 

Administration has decided to support the pods being used in the schools.  Lisa affirmed 

that this decision came from Nicole.  When asked if this is separate from the school 

district’s sports decisions, Lisa replied, “Yes and no.”  Our sports are typically geared 

toward students from age six through eighth grade.  If we merge with kids from other 

towns which follow different practices for enforcing mask-wearing, that would be a recipe 

for disaster.  Hearing from John Reitnauer that ConVal is thinking they may offer baseball 

and softball, Lisa asked if we could offer those same sports to younger students.  Nicole 

declared we may not, since the schools are grouping students in pods, which we do not 

want to jeopardize.  John Kohlmorgen commented that if a ConVal High School student 

chooses to play a school sport, that student and all siblings must learn remotely. 

c. Lisa thinks we can safely offer sport clinics, where we can control the number of 

participants and keep everyone spaced apart.  A weekly lacrosse clinic has already begun. 

D. PCC roof:  Lisa noted that the PCC roof continues to leak.  We received a quote of $1800 to 

repair an 8’ X 8’ patch.  It should be fixed in the next couple of weeks. 

E. Ice rink:   

a. Lisa reported that the ice rink is so damaged that it is very close to the point of no return.  

Last spring, the identified slits were taped before the liner was folded and stored.  This 

year the rink suffered from the many ridges caused by cars “doing donuts” in the parking 

lot, and from people stepping on and breaking through partially frozen ice.   

b. The walls of the skating rink are about 10 – 12” high.  When bubbles form in the liner as 

the water is freezing, we slit the bubbles and tape the liner after the water level goes down.  

Kids continue to walk on the partially frozen surface, creating irregular shards of ice.  

Every time we put water in, it leaks out of the dips and holes caused by the uneven ground 

and broken ice.  PRD maintenance worker Ray Eaton built a ramp to allow him to drive 

the ice mower onto the rink, but the ice level has remained too low for Ray to access it.   
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c. The liner is now close to the point of no return, so that next year we either cut it down by 

about 20 feet or buy a new one.  Lisa is investigating the cost of a new liner, which she and 

John think may be around four or five thousand dollars, depending on the size. 

d. Lisa and Ray continually brainstorm possible solutions for next year.  The best fix would 

be to pave a section of the parking lot at Adams, but Lisa received a quote for $130,000 

for that.  If we place and fill the liner before the ground freezes, it would be a safety 

hazard and kids would undoubtedly still want to test it before it was frozen and ready.  

Kate asked how people manage rinks in their own backyard.  Lisa replied that many use 

liners like this, but in their own yard they would have more control over when someone 

walks on it.  One possibility is to place the Jersey barriers in November to prevent cars 

from driving in that area and allow the ground to freeze flat.  Lisa pointed out we have 

nine or ten months to problem solve.  Kate asked if there was another location where the 

rink could be placed.  Lisa replied that years ago we had set it up in the Ecco Field area.  

In the spring, however, if it cannot be removed while the ground is still frozen, then the 

machinery they use to remove the liner sinks into soft ground and wrecks the field.  When 

asked what other towns do about outdoor rinks, Lisa responded that all are suffering.  

Milford uses a fenced in area so that helps.  John added that Amherst and Rindge set rinks 

on their tennis courts, but the court resurfacing company we have used informed us that 

doing this would negate our warranty.  Ice skating brings in no revenue, so we are also 

trying to be cost effective.  When Kate asked if we could consider offering a skating 

program at Cunningham Pond, John and Lisa agreed that the liability would be too great.  

John stated that before an ice fishing derby, the host group checks the ice to be sure it is 

safe.  It is hard to imagine being able to offer something permanent at the pond. 

 

IV. Program Report:   

A. Cross Country Skiing:  John reported that the dates for the youth program were changed to Feb. 

27 and March 3, because we had no snow when it was originally scheduled.  The adult program 

began today.  Ray used the snowblower to create a trail on the fields behind our office. 

B. Snowshoeing was postponed until this Friday, also because of the previous lack of snow. 

C. ESports:  We have seven youth registered and the entire NH ESports League has 314 participants.  

John hopes that with students back in school they may talk about it and encourage others to join.  

One-day tournaments are scheduled in March, and registration for the next season of ESports will 

open soon.  John is excited that we have begun this COVID-friendly program. 

D. Pickleball takes place twice on Tuesdays and Thursdays and once on Fridays and Sundays.  Every 

session has had enough participants to run, though the numbers are down from pre-COVID.  

Players have been very appreciative of the opportunity to play safely indoors at the PCC. 

E. Futsal: A small group of dedicated men ages 35 and beyond gathers on Sunday mornings in the 

PCC. 

F. Senior Programs:  Bingo is on hiatus since participants did not want to try meeting virtually.  

Kraft Korner and Senior Lunch participants are remaining connected with weekly Zoom 

meetings. 

G. Family Skate Night:  Due to Mother Nature and to leaks preventing use of the ice rink, it is not 

likely we will be able to hold this event.  After the last PRC meeting, Rob suggested to John the 

idea of holding some friendly hockey competitions, such as between police and fire personnel. 

H. Easter:  John feels the basic format of our very successful 2020 Halloween trunk or treat event 

could be modified for an Easter family event. 

I. Cunningham Pond non-resident beach stickers:  We have begun a waiting list of non-residents 

who would like to purchase a pond sticker if we are able to have a normal season.  Forty-eight 

names are currently on the list. 

J. Middle School Golf:  John has been working with Annie Card from Hilltop Golf Course to 

develop introductory middle school golf lessons.  Two separate four-week sessions are being 
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planned for May and June.  Two-hour lessons would be held after school, one day a week.  John 

hopes to open registration within a couple of weeks. 

K. Spring Clinics:  We are planning to offer COVID-safe spring clinics for baseball, softball, and 

lacrosse. 

L. Easter Event discussion:  When it was decided to discuss details about an Easter event, John 

stated that it has been the tradition in Peterborough to hold the Town egg hunt on the day before 

Easter.  April 3rd is therefore the ideal date for our 2021 event, and John remarked that we will 

need all or most hands on deck.  There was agreement that the Halloween event went smoothly 

with no real waiting, but Lisa remarked that we would like to expand on that with different ideas 

that could make this more than simply the same drive-through candy distribution.  Lisa does not 

think Depot Square would work because of traffic and crowd control, but she affirmed that this 

Easter event does not need to take place in a parking lot.  John will reach out to the candy station 

folks from Halloween and will hopefully add more.  We can take reservations, as before. 

 

V. New Business:   

A. Town Voting: 

a. There was uncertainty regarding whether Michelle needs to be sworn in as a regular PRC 

member, when she has already been sworn in as an alternate.  Lisa will check with Town 

Clerk Linda Guyette. 

b. Lisa noted that Rob, Roxanne, and Michelle need to ask Linda to place their names on the 

ballot for town voting.  Rob’s term is expiring, and Roxanne and Michelle need to be 

formally elected, after being appointed to fill vacancies.  There was agreement that having 

an alternate ready to step right into an open spot works well.  Lisa will check if the 

alternate should be an elected position.  Michelle will check the paperwork she signed 

when being sworn in as an alternate, to see if a term limit was specified.  It was agreed that 

details about the alternate position need to be written into the PRC By-Laws.  Kate 

confirmed that the filing period for those wishing to be placed on the ballot is from March 

24th to April 4th.  Lisa will email this detail to the three members who need to file. 

B. Seccombe Trail:  Kate remarked that Peter Harrison did a great job painting blue marks along the 

trail.  Lisa has ordered metal blazes that can be nailed to trees.  Rob suggested that after blazing is 

completed, we should invite a Monadnock Ledger-Transcript reporter to hike the trail and report 

on it.  Kate proposed placing a sign at the trailhead behind the bathhouse.  Lisa suggested two 

signs, adding one from the parking lot. 

C. Summer Programs:  When Michelle asked about summer plans, Lisa responded that we are not 

there yet.  We have to see what the guidelines will be.  John commented that summer camp 

guidelines are currently being discussed by the governor’s Stay At Home taskforce.  It was 

acknowledged that we need time to plan, so we need to know the possibilities and restrictions 

sooner rather than later.  Lisa stated that once we know the guidelines, we can put the call out to 

our former Playground Program and Summer Teen Challenge counselors.  We may have to adjust 

our plans if recommendations change during the summer. 

 

VI. Adjournment: Kate motioned to adjourn the meeting and Michelle seconded.  With unanimous 

approval, the meeting adjourned at 7:30pm.  The next PRC meeting will be Wednesday, March 3rd 

at 6:30pm. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Lauren Martin 

February 8, 2020 


